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The ample selected for analysis was the lower-numbered bottom half of structure 1, comprising cells BC1
through BC13 (partial) inclusive and irises BI1,2 through BI11,12 inclusive. The sample was cut in the middle
of cell BC13, and cleaned by Ron Witherspoon Inc. since the last SEM examination on 980723. Cleaning
at RWI amounted to ultrasonic.
Images and Spectra

Twelve electronic images and one SEM x-ray spectrum were acquired and are archived in the directories:

Sem.slac.stanford.edu:\sem\data\w-band
On the NT network: V:\ardb\w-band\SEM_Analyses\980901

A summary of the images is provided in the table below. Spectra are secondary electron emission spectra
obtained from very small subregions of the attached images, as described briefly below.

File Name
001033.gif
001034.gif
001035.gif
001036.gif
001037.gif
001038.gif
001039.gif
001040.gif
001041.gif
001042.gif
001043.gif
001044.gif

Description
Severe pitting on BC3 bottom at 2000X
“Clean Copper Surface” (BC3 bottom) at 1000X, compare to 000892.gif
Pitting on BC3 bottom at 3900X
Severe pitting/flaking on wall of BC2 at 750X
Severe pitting/flaking on wall of BC2 at 125X (same region as 001036)
Wall recast layer (?) boundary on BC3 wall at 760X
Pitting in wall of BC4 at 1300X
BC5 bottom at 56X, compare to 000881.gif
Particles in bottom of BC5 at 500X
Crack in bottom BC5 at 1000X, spectrum of crack contents: Cu,O predominant, no Zn
Top of BI3,4 EDM surface at 1000X, compare to 000893.gif
Cut edge of structure 1, BC13 at 500X

Discussion

Under conventional optical microscopy, the black blotches seen in cells BC6,7,8,10, and BC11 prior to the
RWI cleaning procedure are not visibly changed.

Comparison of the earlier image of the bottom of BC5, 000892.gif, and the present image, 001034.gif,
shows that the quantity of particles on the surface has been reduced. A crude count indicates roughly a
factor of two decrease in visible particles, with the very largest particles (§�����µm in size) visible in
000892 having been removed, but with many of the smaller (§��µm), spherical particles remaining. Note
that 001034 is rotated 180 degrees from 000892.

Comparison of  000881.gif (BC5 prior to cleaning) and 001040.gif (BC5 after cleaning), shows that again
the largest particles (namely, the nylon (?) fiber, and the three largest (§������µm) particles have been
removed. The fibrous particulate matter of the type seen in image 000882.gif was not seen on the bottom or
at any other location viewed in this study. Several large particles (§��µm) were seen on the bottom of BC5,
although attempts to acquire SEM spectra of the particles yielded little signal other than copper.

A crack was located in the bottom of cell 5, with several pits having opened in the crack walls, providing
locations to trap material from the cleaning procedure. SEM xray analysis was done on the crack contents,
yielding the spectrum seen attached to image 001042.gif. The spectrum shows only copper and oxygen,
with Zinc not immediately apparent in the ratios seen earlier (e.g. 000882.gif).



Comparison of images 000893.gif and 001043.gif both taken on top of BI3,4, but not at the same precise
location, shows possible additional coarse (§��µm ) and fine (��µm ) pit structure between the squared-off
chemical inclusion pits seen before.  Additional severe pitting and flaking was seen on the upper end walls
of BC1,2 and BC3, as seen in 001036.gif and 00103.gif, with surface features on the 50-100µm scale
readily visible.

Discussion

Particulate matter seen before could be loosely categorized into five types, each of  which was removed by
the RWI cleaning procedures with varying degrees of success:

TABLE 1: Summary of contaminant removal effectiveness
Contaminant Type Identifying Image SEM Spectra Effectiveness of Cleaning

Procedure
Very large ���� µm
particles, fibers

000883.gif Various Excellent

Fibrous Material
1-20 µm size

000882.gif Cu, O, C, Zn,
others

Excellent

Small spherical particles
���µm

000890.gif Cu, O, Si Partially effective

Black splotches 000889.gif Cu, O No visible effect
Chlorine Inclusions 000884.gif Cu, Cl, O No visible effect

The effectiveness of ultrasonic cleaning methods in removing particles depends on (1) the strength of the
adhesive forces binding the particles and (2) the size of the particles, with shorter wavelength sound waves
providing effective removal of smaller diameter particles. Smaller particles do not experience appreciable
sheering forces from the acoustic wave, and have much slower terminal velocities in the ultrasonic cleaning
fluid, and are harder to remove with short, lower frequency ultrasonic cleaning sessions. It is not surprising,
then, to find that the largest particles and fibers which were visible under electron microscopy as distinct
particles (i.e. not embedded in the surface) were removed by the cleaning, down to the 1-5 µm size range.
The black blotches appeared to result from a fluid that at one time “wet” the surface well, giving excellent
adhesion, and were not appreciably altered by the cleaning procedure. Obviously, the chlorine inclusions
are bound by atomic forces and will not be removed by ultrasonic cleaning.

Vigorous ultrasonic cleaning of soft metals is known to cause surface damage, and is generally to be
avoided. Evidence seen here, although not directly conclusive, suggests the same.


























